Chart 1B: Ninety-Nine Select Evangelism Methods from Formal to Informal (Part 2 of 3), Including 31 Associated Theological and Practical Issues
“But you are a chosen race..., that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called you out of darkness into His marvelous light” (1 Peter 2:9)
Thomas P. Johnston, Ph.D.
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12. FELLOWSHIP?
Who can experience true
Christian fellowship?
Can a non-believer fellowship
with God or with believers?
When and how can fellowship
be considered evangelism?
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13. INTRUSIONAL?
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Gospel?
When is it wrong to
confront a stranger
with the Gospel?
18. ISSUE-DRIVEN EVANGELISM
Must a secondary issue be used to open a conversation
to the Gospel?
When does issue-driven evangelism lose its focus on
the cross—Christ and His death?
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14. VERBAL COMMUNICATION ISSUE
15. MEDIA COST ANALYSIS
16. SOCIAL SERVICE ISSUES
17. RELATIONAL BOUNDARY
Is social service a necessary preparatio evangelica?
Is stranger-to-stranger evangelism in the NT?
Are there limits to the cost effectiveness of media evangelism,
Is it necessary to verbally communicate the Gospel of Jesus
When does social service move from being the natural Is there biblical teaching against stranger-to-stranger
as far as purchasing time, developing Hollywood type of
Christ (e.g. 1 Cor 15:1-8) for valid evangelism?
outcome of a re-born life, to a necessary partner with
evangelism?
programming, etc.?
Are love (John13:35), unity (John 17:21), or good works (Matt
evangelism, to an end in itself?
Are there biblical examples or warnings against strangerWhen does the cost of a media make it cost prohibitive?
5:16) a form of evangelism, sufficient in themselves unto
Is social service a part of the Great Commission and/or to-stranger evangelism?
Does the media provide the best "bang for the buck" in
salvation?
a definition of evangelism?
Are there biblical teachings or examples requiring prior
Are the outward word and hearing of faith absolutely necessary comparison to other types of evangelism?
relationship to share the Gospel?
When is media evangelism nothing more than marketing?
for salvation?
19. PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES
20. MEDIA EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
21. VERBAL COMMITMENT ISSUE
Should personal evangelism be shunned if it produces stress, tension, fear, or is
Is the impersonal nature of media evangelism the best way to evangelize?
Must a new believer make a verbal commitment to Christ?
personally threatening?
Are media campaigns with 1-800 numbers effective when it comes to (1) sharing the Gospel;
Is it appropriate to ask a person to make a verbal commitment to
What of mental illness?
(2) following up the convert; and (3) getting the convert into the local church for baptism and
Christ?
At what point do family obligations override the command to evangelize?
discipleship?
Is a sinner’s prayer valid?
What are media evangelism's strengths and weaknesses?
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